PUT THE POWER OF A DIRT DEVIL IN YOUR POOL.
www.glipoolproducts.com
Built-in microprocessor uses Quik Clean technology

Pure genius in pool cleaning

Dirt Devil®, the most recognized name in home vacuuming brings you the Dirt Devil® Rampage Robotic Pool Vacuum. This advanced state-of-the-art Dirt Devil® has the brainpower to clean your inground pool in three hours. It calculates the size of your pool and programs the most time and energy-efficient pattern needed to make sure it's brilliantly clean.

Quik Clean, one-hour pool cleaning technology

This is the ultimate pool cleaner on the market. Using its patented Quik Clean Technology™ the Rampage Robotic Pool Vacuum can clean any shape, size or type of standard residential pool in three hours. This efficient cleaning technology also allows for quick clean-ups in between standard cycles of three hours while still cleaning your pool bottom from end to end.

Works independently of your pool pump and filter

The Rampage Robotic Pool Vacuum's powerful on-board pump sucks up dirt and debris from pool bottom, walls and steps. No additional pump is needed. Its combination of cutting-edge electronics and rock-solid construction make it a mechanical marvel when it comes to pool cleaning. It brushes, scrubs and vacuums all at once to vigorously loosen and pick up dirt, twigs, stones, sand and bugs instantly.

Available with wireless remote control

The Rampage Robotic Pool Vacuum is also available with a wireless remote that lets you maneuver the cleaner around the pool bottom with ease or spot clean whenever a full cleaning cycle is not needed.
Longer-lasting, easy-to-clean filter

Dirt Devil’s® exclusive microban® element extends the life of the filter by blocking germs and bacteria growth. There are no dirty filter bags to deal with. Once your pool is clean simply rinse and clean the patented easy clean filter cartridge with a garden hose. The Rampage Robotic Pool Vacuum also comes with an extra heavy duty filter for spring clean-up to help you prepare for the pool season.

Designed to work in your pool

The Rampage Robotic Pool Vacuum has been designed to work in any size, shape and type of standard residential pool up to 20’ x 40’. It uses less energy and requires no hoses or hook ups. Simply plug it in and put it in your pool and it starts cleaning. The ingenious Dirt Devil® pump and tank-like treads work together to sweep up dirt and debris from the bottom, walls, inclines and steps to ensure your pool is cleaned completely. The Rampage Robotic Pool Vacuum is so reliable it comes with a 3-year unconditional warranty.

Get the power of a Dirt Devil® today

For more information about the Rampage Robotic Pool Vacuum call Dirt Devil® toll-free at 1-800-327-0141 or visit glipoolproducts.com.

Intelligent Specifications

- Calculated Ground Speed: 55'/Minute
- Power Supply Input Voltage: 115 or 220 VAC
  50/60 Hz
- Work Cycle: 3 hours
- Motor Unit: 24 V/ 3.5 amps
- Quik Clean Cycle: 1 hour
- Filter Area: 1000 in² Unit
- Filter Porosity: 5 Micron
- Weight: 21.5 lbs.
- Suction Rate: 75 Gal/Minute
- Cord Length: 55’
- Moving Parts: Acetal/Stainless Steel
- Programmed Function: ASCL/Adaptive Seek Control
- Warranty (USA only): 3-year

Dirt Devil® Accessories

The Dirt Devil® Cleaner Cart makes transporting your robotic cleaner hassle free. Manufactured of high performance, weather resistant polyethelene, the Cleaner Cart has storage for the power cord, cleaner and power supply.
INTELLIGENT BENEFITS

• Dirt Devil® computer calculates your pool size and shape and programs itself to completely vacuum bottom and walls up to waterline

• Incredible Quik Clean Technology™ makes one-hour cleaning as easy as flipping a switch

• Patented easy-to-clean removable cartridge filter

• Exclusive microban® element extends life of filter by blocking germs and bacteria growth

• Works independently of your pool pump and filter

• Powerful, on-board pump sucks up dirt and debris from pool bottom, walls, and steps — no additional pump needed

• Brushes, scrubs and vacuums all at once

• Built Dirt Devil® Tough with three-year warranty to prove it

Put the power of a Dirt Devil in your pool.
www.glipoolproducts.com

The Dirt Devil® Rampage Robotic Pool Vacuum is available through: